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Antibodies, 
they help us a lot.

A



is Bacterial, 
which this thing is not.

B



C
is a virus called COVID19.



D
is for Doctors 

who work at the scene.



E
is for Elbow, 

it’s what you should cough in.



F
is for Face, which you 
shouldn’t touch often.



G
is for Grocers and
all stores that sell



H
Hand sanitizer that 
helps keep us well.



I
Isolation, 

it’s what you should do



J
when you return 

from a Journey or two.



K
is for Kindness, 

more welcome than ever;



L
A message of Love: 

we’re all in this together.



M
is for Masks, 

in all colors and sizes.



N
is for Nurses, 

they all deserve prizes.



O
is for Outside,

it’s safer than inside.



P
is Pandemic,

which means that it’s worldwide.



Quarantine when 
you’ve been exposed.

Q



R
is for Research, 

to track how it grows.



is for Six feet, 
the right social distance.

S



T
is for T-cells 

that build our resistance.



U
is for Unknown: 

How long will this last?



V
is the Vaccine 

we hope we get fast.



W
Washing your hands is 

the best way, you betcha,



to X out the virus
before it can getcha.

X



Y
is for You,

you’re a stay-at-home hero;



Z
You’re helping to make 
the infection rate Zero.



Draw yourself as a hero.



Design a mask here.
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Playful rhymes for pandemic times.


